Maximizing Network Insights with TrueFort Reporter

Securing and understanding network activity is crucial. TrueFort Reporter, an out-of-the-box component of the TrueFort Platform, delivers enterprise-grade features for organizations seeking detailed, comprehensive, and adaptive workload activity insights.

What makes TrueFort Reporter special?

**Reporting Matters**
Having a tool that's adaptable, efficient, and comprehensive, like the TrueFort Reporter, can be a game-changer.

Reporting isn't just about presenting data; it's about doing so in a way that aligns with your organization's unique needs, promoting operational efficiency, and informed decision-making.

**Security and Integrity**
TrueFort Reporter doesn't just provide insights—it assures them. By marrying principles of zero trust and microsegmentation, TrueFort safeguards data at every touchpoint.

With TrueFort Reporter, users can validate the robustness and reliability of the TrueFort Platform, ensuring that promises aren't just made—they're kept.

“This is one of the first times I’ve had a short visit because the evidence was all just ready.”

Auditor for TrueFort regional banking client
TrueFort vs. The Rest
While our competitors provide basic reporting as product features, TrueFort Reporter breaks the mold:

► **Retention:** We don’t confine our users to a 6-month retention limit using the likes of Splunk. TrueFort Reporter’s storage flexibility is influenced by event frequency and allocated storage.

► **Adaptability:** TrueFort Reporter doesn’t just focus its reporting on executive (C-suite) needs. Reporter caters to the broader needs of the organization, including IT Engineers, Systems Administrators, Auditors, and more.

► **Precision:** We do more than show sysadmins a list of server vulnerabilities. We provide application owners with a clear understanding of their own infrastructure to discover vulnerabilities that affect what’s important to them.

Seamless Integration
For those invested in the TrueFort Platform, Reporter comes as standard with no additional purchase required. Users have direct access to the Reporter, with a wealth of insights returned.

TrueFort Reporter uniquely reduces complexity, offers enhanced coverage, has faster time-to-value, and saves on overhead, with the option to leverage existing CrowdStrike and SentinelOne agents and their corresponding telemetry data.

Data Retention: The Flexibility You Need
TrueFort Reporter data storage time isn’t a one-size-fits-all number. It is influenced by the number of events you are processing and allocated report storage. This means your organization can tailor data retention to fit your precise needs.

Diverse Reporting for Varied Needs
► **Quick Mode:** For those instantaneous insights.

► **Relative Mode:** Track data evolution over custom time frames.

► **Absolute Mode:** For fixed, specific time intervals.

Metrics Beyond Measure
The TrueFort Platform Reporter isn’t limited in its metric offerings.

Data metrics at your disposal:

► Package
► NIC
► Sysctl
► NICinfo
► Sysinfo
► Checksum
► Network
► Memory
► Who
► SSHD

For CTOs, CISOs, and a wide range of technical stakeholders, TrueFort Platform Reporter isn’t just another tool—it’s an indispensable ally. Providing a granular, customizable, and efficient view of network activity, it paves the way for better decisions, enhanced security, and informed business growth.